
Leonardo da Vinci interviews Jonathan Parker 

Leonardo da Vinci (born near Florence, 1452): We’re the same age, aren’t we?
Jonathan Parker (born in Belfast 1968): Yes, 48. You’re working on your Burlington House 
cartoon that's in the National Gallery now; the Our Lady Madonna with her mother St. 
Anne etc. and also Isabella d'Este with her [Mona Lisa] hands. 
LV: You may also be interested in my experiments with copper etching as well because 
you use unlikely printing disciplines for these pioneering seaplane paintings - Flights From 
Gravity, don’t you? 
JP: That’s right, after the full-scale drawing I make a paper stencil. I tried pin-pricks to 
transfer to painting, like you do, but prefer to make cut-outs. It started when I was an 
apprentice in Havana, Cuba, years ago. 
LV: I've not heard of anyone doing that before or indeed anywhere called Cuba. You know 
I was Verrochio’s apprentice. Who was your maestro and how do you prepare the canvas 
all these years later?
JP: Villalobos (born in Cuba 1956). My paintings are not normally canvas, except for 
Holding Hands in Manhattan, which I painted dark grey first. All the others are bare 
muslin on wood, which I manage to give a moiré effect to. I should really exhibit them 
raw, with no paint, they’re amazing and in fact artist Julian Lethbridge (born in Sri Lanka 
1947) said I should show them raw but I never have but it’s one reason JL’s standing over 
to the right in Holding Hands. 
LV: Quite right. Some surfaces naturally spark our imagination and you’ve discovered how 
to manufacture one. Amazing and nobody knows?
JP: Not really. I’ve been happily working under the radar. 
LV: Sorry, under the what?
JP: Oh, radar…sorry, it’s a figure of speech, for going undetected. Radars are 
instruments that detects things we cannot see. 
LV: Invisible things?
JP: No, not really. They’re things like aeroplanes or submarines.  
LV: Are they very very small?
JP: Not yet, but drones may be one day. Drones are really taking off! It’s curious how 
nowadays we use a lot of flying expressions in everyday speech especially when talking 
about new ventures, I guess maybe ever since aeroplanes became part of reality 100 
years ago. Who knows? 
LV: And your great uncle John Lankester Parker (born near Mildenhall in Suffolk1896) 
was one of the first test pilots?
JP: Yes, as boys Jack and his brothers would cycle miles to see some of the first British 
attempts to fly in fields north of London and then he moved to Windermere where he met 
Oscar Gnosspelius (born near Liverpool, 1878), a genius like you. OG tried to make an 
ornithopter too. It’s in one of my Wallington paintings. 
LV: Really? I’d like to meet him and your uncle Jack and see the painting.
JP: Tricky, but OG & JL are in a painting on show in Hill Street (23rd March); South West 
Corner with Gull which also shows the studio I had in Northumberland from 2011 to 2013. 
It’ll be there on an easel when Prof. Martyn Evans conducts the “in conversation” with me 
as a prelude to Durham University’s Parker symposium. The easel came from a studio in 
Florence, don’t you know? 
LV: It must be a good one. But remind me why you had a studio in North East England.
JP: My grandmother lived in a fine country house, now owned by the National Trust and 
she was part of the donor family; first generation following her father Sir Charles 
Trevelyan (born in London 1870). He’d taken a radical decision to donate house and 
large estate to the nation after visiting Russia in 1935. 
LV: What is the house called?
JP: Wallington 
LV: And this is on your mother’s side of the family? Trevelyan not Parker?
JP: Yes Gran was a Trevelyan, born a twin with Hugh Patrick who sadly died aged one, 
she was Florence Patricia, born in London ,1915 and before she died in 2013 I had a 
studio in what had been her bedroom. 
LV: So even though your family had been disinherited a lifetime ago you still felt like you 
had a connection to this aristocratic house. Talk about lucky.
JP: That’s what my grandmother always said. During the years I painted Flights from 
Gravity in London, for reasons I’ll try and explain later, I tried to help keep a sense of her 
presence at Wallington because she could no longer live there. While the rest of her flat 
stayed the same, every really intimate thing of hers had been removed from her bedroom 
in the South West corner, which became my studio.
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LV: The two subjects sometimes become intertwined, don’t they? We see the odd wing or 
two in your paintings from Wallington and vice versa, especially in Holding Hands in 
Manhattan?
JP: Yes, there they are, my Trevelyan grandmother’s older siblings on the eve of her birth 
in 1915, with the soaring perilous wings beyond, amongst the rooftops of West 22nd 
Street. 
LV: “Lovely” and  “apocalyptic” so it’s been said. Experimental flight certainly is a 
dangerous business,. Giovanni Danti broke his leg trying to glide in 1490. Did Jack die 
young?
JP: No, he worked as a test pilot for over thirty years then died in 1965 before I was born 
but the idea of trying to achieve something impossible, day by day over a long career is 
inspiring. When I was painting at Wallington I didn’t get that the seaplane could be a 
metaphor for artist but I grasped the closeness between remembering dreams and 
reviewing paintings; seeing an irrational universe. 
LV: What was your starting point then, if it wasn’t conceptual?
JP: Whatever the opposite of conceptual is; a feeling perhaps. Finding a way to present 
sentiment through my own kind of painting, which is pioneering to me. Is that what 
happened with you and The Last Supper? 
LV: Oh that brilliant disaster. I certainly set myself a challenge painting with oil on plaster 
there. Does it even still exist?
JP: I’m sure it does but I’ve not been to Milan.  
LV: You should go but it’s the composition and the story in a painting that people take most 
note of, isn’t it? The figures, their context, not the proportion of oil to turps or the grade of 
hog hair you use in your brush. So why imagine seaplanes on the Thames in the rest of the  
Flights from Gravity sequence? You start at Vauxhall Bridge and get further downstream in 
each of the six, ending up under London Bridge.
JP: Yes, it provided a familiar a body of water to frame the planes which I scrutinised 
between 2012 and 2015 in a book by C.H.Barnes; Shorts Aircraft since 1900. You’d like all 
the diagrams. As they appeared on the horizon exactly a hundred years before, I 
imagined the figures might be Jack, my (great) uncle the test pilot, climbing on the floats 
and in and out of the cockpit. I wanted to be invited to join in. 
LV: You were looking for a commentatore we call it and I know what you mean. I did that for 
the Adoration of the Magi . I’m over on the far right edge.
JP: That’s a great drawing from what I can tell. It’s a thought that with the epiphany, artists, 
over and over, present the Magi there adoring, but with the shepherds and this plays with 
time.  
LV: Did you do that with Jack then?
JP: Yes, he only makes his first dramatic appearance as a test pilot for Shorts - “the First 
Aircraft Manufacturers in the World” - on 17th October 1916, when told by Horace S: “go 
and break your bloody neck on those” six bombers. The photo captions would simply 
state Type, place and date with an occasional comment like “shortly before capsizing” 
which says it all. 
LV: They can look so beautiful floating on the water but surely their conception was military?  
JP: Yes, but I didn’t see that at first. 
LV: And who was equal to my Ludovico Sforza, Il Moro, commissioning aircraft?
JP: The First Lord of the Admiralty, one Winston Churchill. Only slowly did it dawn on me, when I read more, that the seaplanes were 
being tested in “torpedo-dropping experiments”. The Great War, as it was called, began in 1914, during which, incidentally, tanks 
appear on the battlefield for the first time too. 
LV: Did they look like giant wood lice? But seriously, this war sounds very grave and must have traumatised society. Did art change a 
lot?
JP: I read something the other day about how life was changing anyway because of evolutionary science, which confirmed your 
theory that Noah’s flood wasn’t universal by the way…(LV: I knew it.)…people freeing themselves from age-old feudalism; “mankind 
repositioned as master of his own destiny” and World War One, this Great War, added to the rapidity of shocking change with 
aeroplanes themselves starting to have a huge impact on the world. Flying is both positive and negative…I don’t want to be too 
explicit here, which is why I paint! 
LV: But I’m guessing a good painter is not always esteemed as a good artist nowadays.  
JP: That’s right and maybe connoisseurs or anyone else who loves Leonardo da Vinci’s paintings today, for example, won’t find much 
to intrigue them in the contemporary art world but that’s just the way it is. I don’t think people realise quite how long it takes to learn 
painting as a language.  
LV: But now you’ve got this Symposium in April at Durham University. That’s significant. A treatise on your work at last. Bravo.
JP: I’m looking forward to it. You’re probably far too busy with your move back to Florence but it would be great if you could come 
along. And there’s always the Spanish Art in County Durham which is unrivalled, apart from in Spain of course. 
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